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ABSTRACT
In this poster, we propose the framework of BizCQ, a system to
apply Continual Queries [7][8] on Web-based content to manage
information exchanges between two business partners. In this poster,
we describe ways to leverage previous research in Web monitoring
techniques applied to the everyday problem of managing change
within a business environment, and focus on the difficulties of
managing changes that are caused by external parties in business-tobusiness (B2B) information exchanges.

Categories and Subject Descriptors:

H.3.1 Content
Analysis and Indexing, H.3.3 Information Search and Retrieval
(Information filtering), H3.4 Systems and Software H.3.5 Online
Information Services

General Terms: Experimentation, Human Factors.
Keywords: Change response, semantic web, information
quality, continual query, business-to-business, B2B.
1. INTRODUCTION
Web page monitoring tools [1][7][8][10] have been developed and
used to help people keep current as information on the Web has

BizCQ inherits the basic semantics for Web page changes and their
associated page sentinel definitions [7][8]. These sentinels are
created to track relevant page changes, such as hyperlinks, images,
words, phrases, lists, and tables and are the basic building blocks for
identifying application domain specific changes.

6. RELATED WORK
We are working on expanding the service to cover more types of
information sources (semi-structured textual sources including PDF,
Doc, XML, etc.) by utilizing more advanced object extraction
techniques [6] and conversion tools. Our future work includes
extending the framework for Web site and page collection
monitoring (similar to [1]). Data mining and machine learning
approaches will be incorporated into the framework. We are also
exploring and developing tools for better change visualization [2][3]

There are several classes of changes: Structural changes,
Informational changes, Presentational changes and Semantic
changes. The most important class for this problem domain are
semantic changes, which are generally the most difficult to model
and capture.

7. CONCLUSION

4. CHANGE RESPONSE FOR
INFORMATION EXCHANGES

The use of a Web-based monitoring system (such as WebCQ) to
manage and maintain information exchanges between business
partners has considerable value. Further development of the system
to ensure accurate results and to assist users in formulating
appropriate responses to the changes is needed to continue to
increase the value of the monitoring system.

Business information exchanges often involve complex and often
manual processes. Because many updates will trigger certain
“status” changes, the ability to monitor the changes and respond to
them becomes inevitably important. The ability to formulate a
response based on the type, semantics, and value of the change is an
important step towards automating the monitoring and change
response process.

The BizCQ framework proposed in this poster aims at providing an
architecture and a set of techniques for information monitoring on
the Web or within a corporate space. The change detection system
and associated techniques such as difference generation,
presentation, and summarization, as well as the automatic response
system will give businesses more leverage when coping with
constant information changes.

To help the BizCQ system provide relevance, we have proposed an
extension to the WebCQ system to provide annotation capability to
the definition of sentinels. This annotated information provides
hints to both the human respondent as well as the automated
response system.
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